Year 1

Global theme

Summer 1

Curiosity & Intrigue

Seaside Adventures

I wonder…

Welcome back Year 1…
Our topic this half term will be… Seaside Adventures!

Geography

The United Kingdom and surrounding seas…
Scotland
▪
▪
▪

Northern Ireland
Belfast is the capital
city.
Smallest country in the
UK.
Lots of large, green
fields.
Lots of rocky
landscapes.

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

England
▪
▪

Wales

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Cardiff is the capital
city.
Has its own language.
Has lots of mountains.
Well known for its
castles.

Edinburgh is the
capital city.
North of the UK.
Lots of hills,
mountains and
lochs.
Lots of Islands.

▪

▪

London is the capital
city.
Queen Elizabeth lives
in London.
Largest country in the
UK.
Most of England is flat
but the country side
has hills.
The longest river is the
River Severn.

Word

Definition

country

a large area of land where people live under the same government

capital city

the city where the government of a country functions

sea

an area of salt water, not as large as an ocean, often surrounded by land

cliff

a steep rock face, especially at the edge of the sea

mountain

land which is taller than a hill, usually with steep slopes and a rounded or sharp
peak

river

the path that water takes as it flows downhill towards the ocean

Science

Fish and Birds…

Maths

Numbers to 100…

`

DT
Simple Slider

Making moving seagulls and fish using leavers or sliders…
Simple Leaver

Word

Definition

lever
slider
design
evaluate
pivot
joining

PE

preparing for sports day…

Athletics – the sport of competing in
track and field events, including running
races and various competitions in
jumping and throwing
Distance – the length or space between
two points
Accuracy – how close to a certain
point

a bar resting on a pivot used to
move things
a bar used to move something
horizontally or vertically
a plan or drawing to show how
something will be made
looking at what has gone well and
what can be improved
the central point/pin on which a
mechanism turns
to link or connect something
together

Learning Destination

A trip to the seaside!

